
PROJECT PREP Assignment #5       Due Tuesday, March 7th 
Show the instructor you have a system to help you (or force you to) observe only one piece, row, or section 
of your photograph at a time, while working on the same piece, row, or section of your painting at a time.  
 

• This is PROJECT criterion #7 (of 19), but your use (or non-use) of it will affect what you earn in other criteria. 
 

EXAMPLES of ways to help – force – yourself to focus on observing and creating just one piece of the picture at a time: 
 

OKAY:  On your photo, cover every row/column except the one you want to observe…   
and do the same on your painting for the row/column you are working on. 

 
BETTER:  Mask or block out everything but one piece/section of your photo…  

and do the same for the piece/section of your painting you are working on. 
 
BEST:   Draw the same grid onto a second (backup) photo.   

Cut just one of your two gridded photos into its drawn pieces. 
Place the cut pieces into a bag or envelope. 
Each day, select one of the cut pieces to create in its correct location on your painting.  
Save your used pieces in another bag or envelope to hand in with your finished painting. 
  (For even better results, have a friend hold on to your photo and pieces, and “feed” you just one piece at a time. ☺) 

 
 

IMPORTANT: Your focusing system will only be as good as your determination to follow it. 
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